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little acorn creations
handmade accessories for heart & home

T his email landed in your inbox because you signed up at
littleacorncreations.com or a friend forwarded it to you. I hope you
enjoy it, but if you'd like to leave, simply unsubscribe.

Hello ,
T he things I expected to share in this month's newsletter are vague sketches in
my notebook. As I've written, there's lots of Life and Stuff going on right now.
Both within my immediate circle and the greater beyond. I'm working as I can.
I started a new swatch yesterday, left it alone on my desk and before I knew it
Dot was trying to be helpful.
I laughed and thanked her. She was
sitting on my desk looking pleased with
herself.
It looked pretty close to what you see
in the photo shown here, except the
tangle was on the floor.
Very carefully, I moved it to a Dot-safe
spot to deal with later and went out to
deal with some Life Stuff
I'm slowly untangling what she made and hope to finish after I send this
newsletter and get back to knitting.

In the Shop
Here you can find PDF patterns of my knit and crochet designs, a curated
collection of tools (the very same ones I use every day), some of my
handspun, and a growing collection of handmade gifts for heart and home.

Rhodia Webnotebook - Lined A5

Cobalt Superfine Merino
Handspun

$19.95

$85

Shop now

Shop now

Wool Cat Toys, set of 3,
assorted colors

ChiaoGoo Metal Head Crochet
Hook

$18

$6

Shop now

Shop now

ChiaoGoo Bamboo Circular
Knitting Needles

Subtle Silver Fleece Blanket
with Crochet Edge

$7.50

$54

Shop now

Shop now

Please help me move inventory out of my studio to create space for making
new things. If you spend $150 or more you can unlock free shipping!

Reading & Swatching
I read and swatch voraciously.

Reading
I've been flipping through many
different books for inspiration. I have
books on needlepoint, weaving,
quilting and more. No one specific
book has stood out yet this month. Is
there a book you think I should
read/review? Please let me know.
If you're curious about what else I'm writing, I write about those books on my
personal blog, Penguin Girl.

Swatching
Here's the current colorful and chaotic
set of swatch ideas.
Some I from my swatch library and
most of the others are new. T he ones
in the front are from yarns I received

at the last trade show in June 2019. It
felt good to finally swatch them up.
I'm not sure what will come from
these swatches; these are making me
think about different yarn weights and
ways to combine them.

From the Notebook Archive
T his year I shifted my blog post publishing to post at least once a month with
content taking precedence over quantity. Here are a few recent posts in case
you missed them:

In Progress (06 May 2022)

It’s been a long time since my last post that shares what I’m working on. Much
has happened since last summer. Of course, lots of Life and Stuff is still
happening both within my immediate circle and the greater beyond. We miss
Shadow every single day. T he shift of my focus from pattern writing ...
Read more
2022-05-05

Swatch Thoughts: Focused vs Sampler

T here are as many ways to swatch as there are to create. T wo of the most
common methods are sampler and single swatches. A sampler can combine
multiple techniques, materials, or tools in one. A single swatch, by contrast,
decides on the variables and keeps them consistent throughout. Is one swatch
better than the other?
Read more
2022-04-07

Spring cleaning, tools

As the spring bulbs emerge, I like to give my tools some much needed T LC. T he
winter months are when they see the heaviest use. T he process is similar for
the different types of tool. I gather them together, evaluate their condition,
clean, and perform maintenance, wash the container, and put everything away
properly.
Read more
2022-03-17

Content Cat
Dot loves her heated windowsill, yes there's a wall heater directly below her paw.

T hank you for reading. I hope you found this newsletter useful. If you think
someone else would find it helpful, please consider forwarding it. If this is your
first time reading the newsletter, welcome. You can read previous issues and
subscribe here.
Finally, please be mindful about how your actions can impact others. In addition
to the ongoing pandemic (get vaccinated/boosted!), seasonal flu is increasing
in many parts of the country (yes, I know -- it's May!). Please wash your hands,
cover your coughs, and wear a mask properly (cover your nose!). T his will help
keep you, your family, and your community safe.
/penny

Creative Development Fund
I love sharing my knowledge freely and
know you may like to show your
support.
You can do so here.
I do not use ads though may use
affiliate links on occasion (they'll be

disclosed).
T here’s no expectations on my part,
but plenty of gratitude if you’re so
inclined.

